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Initiating Collaborations

1. Advising: *Common interest*
2. Coursework (my teaching): *Common interest*
3. Coursework (student classes): Data sets
4. Funding: Short & long term
5. Invited expertise
Individual Differences/Language Acquisition

Advising: Common interest


Simultaneous language and academic development among multilinguals (MLs)

Coursework: Common interest


Simultaneous language and academic development

Coursework: Data sets


Teacher preparation, beliefs, and practices in supporting MLs

Funding: Short & Long term


Case-Based Instruction (CBI)

Lab research
• Berry Faculty Success Grant – Dr. Carbonneau

Classroom Research
• Smith Teaching and Learning Grants – development, Dr. Newcomer
• Faculty Funding – CBI efficacy research, Drs. Hsiao, Calderone, Dai
• Huie-Rogers & Deans Excellence Graduate Research Fellowship – summer internship
Invited expertise


